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Rainfall modelling plays an important role in many sectors in sri Lanka
such as agriculture and hydrology, for predicting and forecasting
rainfall, Most of the studies on modelling rainfall are based on
statistical and matlematical techniques. The variables that are
considered for rainfali modelling in most of the studies are rainfail
occurrence and rainfall amount. since the rainfall occurrence is a
discrete variable, the Poisson distribution and the method of Markov
chain are the widely used methods for modelling. The gamma
distribution, exponential distribution and mixed exponential distribution
are the common distributions applied to model the rainfall amount, ln
this study, an attempt has been made to fit a single distribution to
model both rainfall occurrence and rainfall amount simultaneously, by
using generalized linear models with family of rweedie distribution.
Daily rainfall amounts in colombo district from 1951 to 2000 are used
for model fitting and the relevant data from 2001 to 2aa7 are used for
model validation, respectively. To study the cyclical patterns and
seasonal variations of daily rainfall amount, a model with six-monthly
frequency sine-cosine terms is fitted. The model fits well to the data
based on the mean daily rainfall amounts for 50 years. This model
produces continuous values indicating the rainfall events for which
exacl zero values indicate the non occurrence of rainfall, simulated
rainfall data for the period from 2001 to zaeT resembles the actual
data in terms of summary statistics. This model can be further
improved by adding more predictors such as climate indices.
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1- lntroduetion

Since the economy of Sri Lanka significanfly
depends on its agriculture, it is very important to
study the patterns of rainfall. Most of the farmers in
Sri Lanka use techniques inherited from their
ancestors to identify the seasonal variations and
predict weather patterns [1]. However, with the
global climate change their predictions have
become less reliable. Drought is one of the main
issues in Northern and Eastern province of Sri
Lanka [2]. The drastic drop in the water level in
major reservoirs causes widespread crop failure and
food and drinking water shortages. The main reason
for this situation is failure of rain on time. On the
other hand, heavy rains and flood become major
threats to lives. Landslidg threats are major
problems in the live hoods of people of Central
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province. The recent disasters that occurred in Sri
Lanka have raised the importance of improving the
studies of rainfall modelling to provide much useful
information to natural disaster management, water
resources management, agricultural and
hydrological sectors.

ln most of the studies, rainfall occunence and
rainfall amount are the variables that are considered
for rainfall modelling. Since the rainfall occurrence is
a discrete variable, the Poisson distribution and the
method of Markov chain are the widely used
methods for modeliing. The gamma distribution,
exponential distribution and mixed exponential
distribution are the common distributions applied to
model the rainfall amount. Hence, rainfall modelling
requires hro distributions to be fitted. Even though
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these models are easy to understand and interpret,

there are many parameters to be estimated and

several assumptions to be made in canying out the

whole process. Moreover, rainfall amount data may
consists of excess number of exact zeros, wltich
make it zero-inflated, Usually hourly and daily

rainfall data are zero-inflated compared to monthly,

seasonally and annual rainfall data, because of the

short duration, Thus, modelling rainfall amount with
exact zeroes is very important.

A number of researchers have used Markov

chain models and time series analysis to study

rainfall in Sri Lanka, ln 2016, Ariyarathna and

Alibuhtto [3] used a univariate time series seasonal

autoregressive integrated moving average model for
modelling monthly rainfall in Katunayake region.

They fitted SARIMA t2,0,z)Q,AJ)r2 model for
monthly rainfall data for the period January 2AA1 -
January 2016.

ln 2005, Jayawardene et al. [4j iocused on

analyzing the trends and seasonal pafterns of
rainfall on a set of 15 selected weather stations.

They presented their work by computing Mann-

Kendall rank statistic, Spearman rank statistic and

regression parameters on annual rainfall data from
- 

1869_ to 198&, They analysed the data for a long

term period(1869 onwards i.e 98 to '130 years) and

for a short term period(1949 onwards i.e 36 to 50

years),

h 2A12, in the study of Sonnadara [5], the first
order Markov chain probability models were used to
study the wet and dry spells of observed at lhe
Colombo meteorological station (1 941 -2000) based

on daily precipitation.

Dunn [6] is the first researcher who succeeded in
producing a model for rainfall occurrence and

rainfall amount, that requires only one distribution
(2003). He used Tweedie distribution to model both

discrete (non-rainfall occunence/ zero rainfall

amount) and continuous (rainfall occunence/
positive rainfall amount) components of rainfall. ln

2AA4, he modelled monthly precipitation at
Charleville, Australia using Tweedie distribution for
each month. He also used Tweedie distribution to
model daily and monthly precipitation in Melbourne,

Australia. Later, several researches carried out the
same process of fitting Tweedie distribution for
rainfall modelling on daily and monthly tirne scale.

ln 2010, Hasan and Dunn [7] used a simple
Poisson-gamma model for modelling rainfall

occunence and rainfall amount simultaneously.
They used monthly rainfall data from 220 Australian

rainfall stations with 6 stations as case studies. They

simulated monthly rainfall amounts for 96 years

using their final model, to be used in agricultural
produciion systems.

ln 2018, Dzupire et al. [8] developed a single

model for both rainfall occutrence and rainfall

amount. In this study they have used daily rainfall

data of Balaka district from 1995-2015 period and

simulated rainfall amounts for 2015 and 2016,

The objective of this article is to use a single

distribution known as Tweedie distribution to
represent both occunence and amount of rainfall in

Colombo district. Specifically, to identify the

appropriate generalized linear model in family of
Tweedie distribution to model daily rainfall

occunence and amount simultaneously.

This article is structured as follows. Sectlon 2
presents methods for formulating the model and

estimation of the parameters of the model.

Preliminary analysis of the data, the results obtained

by fitting a model to the estimation data, diagnostic
checks and evaluation of the final model are given in

Section 3. Finally, the study is concluded in Section
4.

2. Materialand Methods

a. Poisson-gamma Distribution

ln this article, we are interested in using the

Poisson distribution and Gamma distribution for
modelling rainfall occurrence and rainfall amount

respectively. A Poisson-gamma distribution or a
Compound Pcisson distribution is the sum of
independent and identically gamma distributed N

random variables, where lV iollows a Poisson

distribution. Dzpuire et al, t8l have given a
framework ior deriving the parameters of the
Poisson-gamma model using the parameters of
Tweedie distribution. A brief explanation of
mathematical formulation of the model is given as

follows.

b. Formulation of the Model

Let the number of rainfall occurrences on a

particular day say N, follows a Poisson distribution

with mean ,t. The probability mass function of N is
given as:

P(N=n) = u-^#,forallneN (1)

Assuming the amount of rainfall recorded for the

i'h{7<i<N) rainfall event in that day, say y;,

follows a Gamma distribution with shape parameter

a and rate parameter y such lhat yi-Gamma{d,y).
Then the probability density function of yi can be

given as:
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Let R be the total sum of the rainfall amount of
each rainfall event in that day and it is given by eq.
(3). Since Tt,V2,...,!tt are independent and
identically distributed gamma random variables, .R

has a gamma distribution with the parameters Na
and y.Then ft is assumed to be gamma distributed
and independent of the number of rainfall
occurrences, N, on that day.

R: h* yz*...* yxforN> 0 (3)

lf /V = 0, then R = 0. Therefsre, the probability of
recording no rainfall on a particular day is

P(R: o) = u-^Y: exp(-1) t4)

Hence, the random variable fi follows a mixed
distribution with mass at 0,

Here R is the sum of random variables

!t,!2,-.,!x from a gamma distribution where ff is
an independent Poisson random variable.
Therefore, the distribution of R given N is a
compound Poisson distribution or Poisson-gamma
distribution. Thus, the cumulant generating function
of R can be given as follows:

lnMo(s) =,1(ltfr(s)-1) = Ll(L-as)-r-q (5)

Dzupire et al, [8] showed that,tr and a cannot be
expressed in closed form using the likelihood
function derived from the probability density function
of R. Therefore, they have expressed the probability
density function in terms of exponential disperslon
models.

An exponential dispersion moilel (EDM) has the
probability density function of the form

f Ly;e,il - a{y,o)."p{; Ue - k@11 {o)

for suitable functions a$ and k$ , Here y is the
random variable of interest, 4 > 0 is the dispersion
parameter and g is the canonical parameter. The
function k(6) is the cumulant of the exponential
dispersion model.

Let a random variable Y iollows an EDM with
mean p and dispersion parameter @ such that
Y - ED{p,il . The mean of the distribuiion is
expressed as p - E{Y) = ft'(6) = dk{o)ld? and
the variance is given as Var(Y) = Sk"(0) =
${dzk$)/d.02). The relationship between p and 0
given by p : dk(o)/dg is inverlible, so that 6 can
be expressed as a function of p. Therefore, the

variance can be expressed as Yar(Y) = ev(p),
where lzfu) is called a variance function. To obtain
the variance function YQt) , Tweedie family
distributions can be used. Tweedie family
distributions are special case of EDMs which is
defined as below.

The family of exponential dispersion models with
variance function of the form Ytp) = po lor p E
(0,1), are called Tweedie family distributions. The
mean of the distribution is p and the variance is

Q$p . Here p is called the index parameter.

The following are some special cases of the
Tweedie distributions:

r When ? = A, it gives the Nomnal distribution.

. When p = 1 and Q : 1, it gives the Poisson
distribution.

r When ? = 2, it gives the Gamma distribution.

. When p = 3 , it gives the lnverse Gaussian
distribution.

r When 7<p<2, the Tweedie distribution
corresponds to the Poisson -gamma distribution.

By using the variance function of Tweedie family
distribution, the variance of a random variable I
which follows Tweedie EDMs with mean p and
dispersion parameter Q , such that I- fwotU,Q) ,

can be written as:

Var{Y)= |pP:p € {0,7) (T)

The Tweedie distribution densities cannot be
expressed in closed form for values of p except for
p = 0,1.,2 and 3, Therefore, Tweedie distribution for
1 < p < 2 does not have a closed form of density
function, lnstead, it can be identified using its
cumulant generating function,

For 1<p<2, the cumulant generating
function of a Tweedie distribution is given as follows.

Ioo M-(t\ = lt*'l(t + tOG - p)pp-t)(z-p)/(1-pt1
ez-pL -1 l

By comparing the cumulant generating tuncfion. !?
eq. (5) and eq. (8), parameters of the Poisson-
gamma distribution (l,q,y) can be expressed in
terms of parameters of the Tweedie distribution
tp,Q,p) as:

. (arvle "' r/ > 0f(y) = { r(y) 'r /
( o .vao {2)

ll" P

QQ-p)

a = Q@ - l)prr-t (9)

1ALy
T- p-L
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Based on Tweedie distribution, the probability of
recording no rainfull on a day is P(R - 0) =
*p [- .H;] and the probability of having a rainfall

event is

P(n > 0) = W{).,a,R,y)trp L;#,- - #1, Uol

where W(tr,a,R,y) is an example of Wright's
generalized Bessel function expressed as

1 i..dR)jy e_^
W(1,a,R,Y) = It,'-irt-

c. Estimation of Parameters

The Tweedie family of distributions is a family of
EDMs with three parameters namely mean p ,

dispersion parameter @ and index parameter p, The

response variables of generalized linear
models(GlMs) follow EDMs. Therefore, fitting a
Tweedie distribution follows the framework of fitting

a GLM. Dunn and Smyth [9] have defined a

generalized linear model as given below-

A generalized linear model can be defined as

follows.

i. lndependent response variables Yr,Yz,.-. ,Yn are
generated such that Yi-EDQti,Ot/w;) where w;

are knourn prior weights-

ii. The relationship between the means p; and linear
predictors is provided by a monotonic link

function g , so that g{y) = xir P wherc x, is a

vector of covariates and B is a vector of unknown

regression parameters.

The log link function is selected as the most

suitable link function for Poisson-gamma

distribution. Hence, the models of the form

log(p) = XtF can be fitted where p1 -Two(v,Q)- ln

order to fit the Tweedie family, the estimates of B,p
and @ should be found.

j The estimation of parameters can be done in R
software using the tweedie package created by

Dunn [9] 11 0l 11 1l- For any given value of p, a robust

iterative procedure called iteratively reweighted
least-squares is used to estimate p. The maximum
likelihood estimate(MlE) of p can be found using
profile likelihood technique which requires an

iterative procedure using computer computations.
The function tweedie.profile is used to estimate the

MLE of p.

First, a sequence of possible values of p is
generated from 1.2 to 1.8 with an increment of 0.1.

Then for any value of p in the generated sequence,

the maximum likelihood estimate of f and @ are
found and the log{ikelihood is computed- This
procedure is repeated for all possible values in the

sequence. Thus, a cubic-spline interpolation is
plotted through these computed points, which is

known as a profile likelihood plot. The value of p
which maximizes the logJikelihood is selected as

the MLE p. The estimated values of regression

coefficients and f can be obtained by fitting a

generalized linear model with family of Tweedie

distribution for p with a log link function.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Data Collection and Preliminary Analysis

The rainfall data were collected from Department
of Meteorology, Colombo. Records include the daily

rainfall amount (in millimetre) in Colombo from 1st of
January 1951 to 3'tst of December 2007. lf the

rainfall amount is zero in a particular day, then that
day is a dry day which has not experienced any
rainfall events.

The rainfall data set has 10787 days (51-81%) of
no rainfall days out of 20819 days (57 years)

recorded, Summary statistics shows that the

minimum and maximum values are Omm and

493.7mm respectively. The mean rainfall amount for
the whole data set is 6,58mm. There were 30

missing values out of 20819 daily rainfall amounts

and they were estimated using the mean weightings
method. Out of 57 years of data, daily rainfall

amounts for the first 50 years {'1951 - 2000) were

used for the parameter estimation of the model
while the rest (2001 - 2A07) were used for validation
purposes.

3.2. Model Fitting

To undersland the nature of data, the
relationship between the mean and the variance of
the data should be identified. Therefore, the
variance and the mean of the rainfall amount for
each day of the year were computed- Then the log

of the variance was plotted against the log of the
mean which is shown in figure 1. The plot shows

that there is an approximate linear relationship
between log(mean) and log(variance). lt also shows
that there are some extreme points. This
relationship can be expressed as:

log(Variance): a+ Slog{mean) (11)

Ysriance = exp{s + Blog(mean)} (12)

Variance : canstant x meanq (13)

That is, the variance can be given as some power
p € R of the mean. This agrees with the variance
function of the Tweedie family distributions V(tt) =
YP ;P G (0,1)-
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Figure 1. The mean-variance relationship of daily
rainJall amounts

A model with six monthly frequency sine and
cosine terms as predictors was fitted to model the
cyclic nature and seasonality of rainfall throughout a
year. We assumed that the month of February in all
the years in the data set has 28 days. Hence, the
log link function can be given as:

A comparison between actual mean and
predicted mean of daily rainfall amount is given by
the plot in figure 2. Using this plot, lve can say that
the predicted mean resembles the actual mean of
daily rainiall amount,

Kainfall
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Figure 2. Actual versus predicted mean rainfall
amount

Hence, the fitted model was found to be
performing well in predicting mean daily rainfall

6t : 7.s6a7z!1"*(r.runuo- 0.66103 ,i*ffi
- o.3os1o -" (#r))]'u"" (rr)

f = o.5eoe1 {18}

Using eq. (16), the probabitity of no rainfal
occurrence for Julian days of the year can be
calculated as:

0.30810"r"(#)) (15)

Table 1. Estimated parameter values af the fitted modet

tos(u) = fo * f,,'"(y; * B2 cosffi,tr+r ;ffif:fiffiHr;fJ:x"iffi:Ht;:J,"J;
where pr-fwo(U,Q) and po,prandp2 are
regression coefficients. Here i = 1,2,...,365
conesponds to days of a year that is Julian day.

The plot of the profile logJikelihood function was
used to flnd the maximum likelihood estimate of
index parameter ii, The value of p that maximizes
the profile iikelihood function (f) is 1.628571r and
the maximum value of I is - 43195.39_

Using the estimated value of p, a generalized
linear model was fitted to the estimation data set.
Table 1 gives the results obtained by fifting the
generalized linear model. The results show that the
maximum likelihood estimate of. the dispersion
parameter $ is n,alASS and the coefiicients of the
six monthly sine and cosine terms are highly
significant, and thus they are identified as important
characteristics of rainfall.

The predicted mean rainfall amount of each day
of the year can be given by the following equation.

Iti: erp(t.to+oo - 0.66103rr(#) -

frequency sine and cosine ierms are important
characteristics for modelling rainfall in Colombo
district.

The parameters of Poisson distribution and
Gamma distribution were estimated using the
estimated index parameter p and the estimated
dispersion parameter ,fl of Tweedie distribution.
They are given as:

l, = nui*lr*p(t.za+oo- 0.66103 sin(ffi-J-

0.3 0 B 1 0 cos (r*3lr1)]o 
3?1a3

(16)

Parameter Estimate Std. Error f value P(>1tl)

9o

fr,

B,

1.76460

-0.66103

-0.30810

0.0't 871

0,02630

0.02613

94.33

-25.14

-11.79

< 2e-16 ***

< 2e-16 **"

< 2e-16 *n*

6 12.07935
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Pr(R, : o) - exp (- ,.r,*lu*a(t.to+oo-
Figure 3: Probabllity of no rainfall occurrence for
days of the year

The main diagnostic available for GLM is Q-Q
plot of the quantile residuals. lf the quantile

residuals are normally distributed, then the conect
distribution was chosen for the mean of the daily
rainfall amount and the fitted model would perform

well, The normal Q-Q plot for the fitted model is
given in figure 4{1}-

The normal Q-Q plot shows that the residuals in
the centre part lie on the straight line, The residuals
in the upper tail show a small deviation. However,
the residuals in the lower tail show a large deviation
from the straight line compared to the residuals in

the upper tail- Therefore, the normality of the
quantile residuals cannot be checked using this plot

and it requires a normality test to be performed.
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Figure 4: Normal Q-Q plot of the quantile residuals and residuals versus predictors for the fitted model

Since this is a non-normal regression and the
data set is zero-inflated, none of the normality tests
are appropriate- Therefore, the plot of residuals
versus covariates were used to examine the
distribution of the response variable and to check
whether the fitted model is appropriate or not Figure
4(2) and figure 4(3) show ihe plots of residuals
versus covariates for covariates six-monthly

ln order to determine the predicting abitity of the
final model, it was simulated for a period of 7 years.
Daily rainfall amounts from 2001 lo 2007 were used
for the model validation. A random sequence of
rainfall amounts with a length qf 2555 (number of
days in 7 years) was drawn using Tweedie

-1! -05 00 05 10

Six-nonthly fiequency cosine iem

frequency sine term and six-monthly frequency
cosine term respectively. Since the plots do not
show any pattern, we can suggest that the fitted
model is adequate and there is ns need for adding
or using different sets of predictors in the model.

3.4. Model Evaluation

distribution with parameters based on the estimated
value of mean rainfall amount for each days of the

\ear pi;i:1,2,...,365 , the estimated index
parameter B and ihe estimated dispersion
parameter 6 . Sy changing the number seeds,
various random sequences were obtained.

0.661$3 sin ffi - 0.30810 ,ru ffi)]""" ) (1e) 3.3.Diagnostic check

By using eq, {19), the probability of receiving no
rainfall for each day of the year was calculated- The
calculated probability was plotted against days of
the year. The plot is given in figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that the probability of no rainfall
occurrence follows a seasonal pattern. lt indicates
that the probability is high if the previous days have
not experienced any rainfall events and vice versa.
This agrees with the principle of the Markov process

in rainfall modelling.
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However, they do not show a significance difference
in between them-

2001

The main purpose of this study is to understand
the characteristics of Tweedie distribution io be
utilized in rainfall modelling. Unlike the previous

studies in Sri Lanka related to rainfall modelling
using two different distributions for rainfall
occurrence and rainfall amount, this study acts as
an initiative approach to fit a single distribution
called Tweedie family distribution which can
represent both components of rainfall in Sri Lanka.
The ability to model exact zeros is an added
advantage of this model.

A model with six-monthly frequency sine and
cosine lerms as predictors was developed using
daily rainfall amounts in Colombo district. Even
though this study has demonstrated a way to fit
Tweedie family distribution to single site, modelling
rainfall in multisite using this disiribution is also
possible (Swan l12l; Hasan and Dunn t7l).
Therefore, this model can be further developed to
model rainfall in other districts as well.

The model can be fitted to different time scales
such as monthly which is very easy to fit and
interpret. Further improvements can be done by
adding more appropriate predictors such as
Southern Oscillation lndex, Southem Oscillation
Phase and lndian Ocean indices to forecast rainfall
in agricultural and hydrogeology sectors.
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Figure 5: Actual versus predicted daily rainfall
amount for the period 20412A07

The daily rainfall amounts simulated from the
final model were compared with the actual data
using the summary statistics. For the actua[ data,
the mean, median, IQR and maximum values (in

mm) are 6.123, 0-0, 4.4 and 270.1 respectively. The
mean, median, IQR and maximum values (in mm) of
the simulated data are 6.63'1, 0.0, 4.0, and 251-0
respectively. The comparison shows that the
simulated data satisfactorily predicts the overall
mean, median, IQR and maximum values of daily
rainfall amounts. There were 1692 days and 1342
days with no rainfall occurrences (zero rainfall
amount) in the simulated data and actual data
respectively. The fitted model over estimated the
number of days with no rainfall occurrences. The
time series plot of the actual versus the predicted
daify rainfall amount ior lhe period of 2AA1 to 2AA7

is given in figure 5-

From figure 5 we can see that the simulated
rainfall amount pattem for 2005, 2006 and 2007
shows the resemblance to the pattem of the actual
rainfall amount of the respective years. However, for
the years 2001 - 2004, the actual and simulated
data patlems do not show a significant resemblance
to each other.

4. Conclusion

2005 2006
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